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We live in the 
world there one 
size doesn’t fit 
us all anymore
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therefore we 
created open 
structure where 
everyone can 
build their own 
unique billiard 
table
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constantly evolving designconstantly evolving design
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The new model Modular is 

the result of our aim to tailor 
for everyones precise needs 
which led us to modular 

system method.

The design and the creation 
of the system is always in 

movement. We are finding 
true answers through our 
experiments: in fact, when 

we started the project we did 
not know if certain design 
were good or not.
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Modular is Open Structures 

project. We plan to develop 
this idea of the constantly 
evolving system by using a 

shared design grid that 
allows multiple partners to 
contribute parts, components 
and structures to a single 

project.
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In this publication, we 

present the primary 
elements of the system. 

By creating compositions of 
these elements together with 
you and creating new 
elements, we will strive to 

create an individual style for 
anyone.
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PRIMARY 
ELEMENTS 

C (0,5 of cylinder) P (pyramid)

B (block) W (block with window) D (block with decor)
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Customer's 

personal decor 

available

Each leg can have 

individual colour
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PRIMARY 
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By combining different building blocks and changing their 

positions the table can be turned into completely new piece

P (pyramid)C (0,5 of cylinder)B (block)

D (block with decor)

W (block with window)
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The steel frame 

and the slate are 

the structure that 

connects the 

elements to the 

single project

SUGGESTED LEG POSITIONS
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The designs can also be altered by ones 

taste for furnishing and colors

WOOD FURNISHING AND COLORSCLOTHING

Body and each 

leg can have an 

individual color

PROFESSIONAL POTS FOR POOL

leather for 16 
balls- VO, or 

rubber for 7 balls-
VGI). For 
snooker, English 
Pool ant other 
games elastic 
pockets- VE.
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For example: only with 

legs B, D and W you 

can create from 8 to 24 

different designs.

First of all, you create a 

design in your mind by 

ordering the billiard 

table.

Then you can change 

the composition of the 

elements during 

assembly. 

And finally you can 

reassembly billiard 

and change the 

composition again.

In a modular system everything can be broken down into separate components, 
and these components, the modules, can be interchanged with each other. 

01 02 03 04
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Let’s start creating 
compositions and 
new modules and 
new interior 
elements together! 

Let’s start creating 
compositions and 
new modules and 
new interior 
elements together! 
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RAL7015 M

Body decor No.1

RAL9006

Legs W x 2 + B x 1

Legs position 4

Cloth No.4



RAL7039 PM 

Body decor No.1
RAL9006

Legs P x 3

Legs position 15

Cloth No.19



RAL7039 PM 

Body decor No.1
RAL9006

Legs P x 3

Legs position 16

Cloth No.19



RAL9003 M 

Body decor No.1
RAL9007

Legs P x 1 + B x 1

Legs position 18

Cloth No.25



RAL9005 PM 

Body decor No.1
RAL9006

Legs B x 1+D x 1

Legs position 3

Cloth No.17



RAL7046 M 

Body decor No.2
RAL9006

Legs C x 2

Legs position 10

Cloth No.10


